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Abstract

The goals of the City of Miami GIS data infrastructure include to speed the process of quality driven data updates, to
streamline the process of exposing spatial data to other City systems (such as Police CAD, workflow driven permitting
applications and document management systems), and to facilitate data sharing with other government agencies and the
public. This paper provides an overview of the current City of Miami GIS data infrastructure, its associated maintenance
workflows and the user applications it supports. It includes a discussion about the automated ETL processes and custom
editing applications currently in use. It also describes some of the steps being taken to improve the City data models,
maintenance workflows and associated business rules, while embracing changes that take advantage of the latest ESRI
technologies.

1.0 Introduction

The City of Miami is the largest city in the South Florida metropolitan area. It was incorporated in 1896 with a voting
population of just over 300. Since then it has grown into a thriving metropolis. The 2000 census reported a population of
362,470. Today, it is estimated to have over 375,000 residents residing within its 34.5 sq mi boundary. By the year 2010,
the City's population is projected to rise to 390,191. However, it is possible that its population will rise above this estimate.
According to Wikipedia, Miami is the city “with most buildings under construction that will be over 500 feet [tall] in the
United States”. Worldwide, it ranks second.

Taken by Marc Averette, Feb 2007 (public domain, obtained from Wikipedia.com)

Taken by Marc Averette, Jan 10, 2006 (public domain, obtained from Wikipedia.com)
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In addition to serving its residents, the City of Miami employees serve scores of other businesses and visitors on a daily
basis. To serve the needs of this dynamic metropolis, the City of Miami has approximately 30 specialized departments with
almost 4,000 employees working full time.

To keep up with the growing needs of the City, a multi departmental team met in 2003 to begin the process of modernizing
the City of Miami's land management business processes and computer systems in order to improve City services. In
Miami, land management refers to the lifecycle of services that typically start with land acquisition, its development and
occupancy and lead to processes related to regulation and enforcement of City ordinances. Unfortunately, the business
processes and mainframe based computer systems, along with several Access based databases, in place at that time, were
not effectively meeting the needs of the land management services. Many of the City's land management processes rely
heavily on addresses, property ownership data and other land based attributes. These types of data elements are better
managed with the use of GIS technology. However, in 2003 the City had not yet embraced this technology at the
“Enterprise” level. Therefore, in order for the Land Management Program (LMP) to be successful, the inefficiencies of GIS
data maintenance and its poor accessibility had to be addressed aggressively. This was by far one of the biggest factors that
motivated the current architecture of the City of Miami Enterprise GIS.
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2.0 Database Architecture Overview

Currently, the City of Miami GIS data infrastructure includes the following databases. (All databases are in ArcSDE 9.0
and/or SQL Server 2000).

ArcSDE/ SQL Server Geodatabases

MIAMIGIS An ArcSDE geodatabase structured to support datawarehouse style data for decision support. This is
the key geodatabase used by all GIS users and web based applications.
MIAMIGIS_EDIT Also an ArcSDE geodatabase for vector layers, but optimized for editing purposes.
GISRASTER An ArcSDE geodatabase for the storage of raster data only (e.g. aerials). Separating vector from
raster data has helped to optimize database configuration and backup processes.

SQL Server Databases

MIAMIGIS_VIEW A native SQL Server database that contains SQL based views to replicated data from the ARPS
mainframe database. These views are the source of property data used by GIS ETL processes to add property
ownership attributes to City addresses and parcels. The replicated data is actually stored in a separate SQL Server
database (called arps_ergodb).
ARPS_ergodb – A native SQL Server database w/ replicated data from the mainframe database (ARPS). ARPS data
is replicated to SQL Server on daily basis using a specialized software called Databridge. ARPS is a legacy system to
be phased out in the future, but today it still serves as a repository of property ownership data. It is updated with
Miami Dade County Property Appraiser data on a monthly basis via automated batch processes in the mainframe.

Of these databases, MIAMIGIS_EDIT (EDIT) and MIAMIGIS (DW) are the main players in the current GIS architecture. They
are further described below.

EEDDIITT DDaattaabbaassee

The EDIT database was originally intended to serve as the “editing” database by GIS power users, in particular the users in
the City’s GIS Team. Unfortunately at the time of its implementation, versioning was not implemented right away. Actual
editing occurs in personal geodatabases that mimic the structures of its ArcSDE parent database. After edits are performed
locally and approved by the appropriate City department, they are used to refresh the data in the EDIT ArcSDE database. In
the near future (by Fall 2007), these databases will be upgraded to ArcSDE 9.2, with full versioning support.

The data elements in the EDIT database are structured to minimize editing tasks and to eliminate redundant data. Data is
highly normalized to ensure each data unit is stored only once. It is also structured to minimize the numbers of layers that
need to be maintained when data layers that can be derived from others. For instance, Police Reporting Areas serve as the
building blocks for other layers, such as Police Zones and Police Districts, as illustrated below. Therefore, to simplify data
maintenance, only the layer with the smallest geometry is stored as spatial data within the EDIT database. Batch processes
(described later in the document) are used to generate its child layers.
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DDWW DDaattaabbaassee

The DW database is structured using data warehousing concepts, optimized for performance and decision support. It is the
main geodatabase consumed by City and external users using either desktop GIS tools or web applications. Database design
follows a star schema design, which improves querying performance. Unlike the EDIT database, it is purposely redundant.
For instance, lookup descriptive values are stored within the GIS layers to reduce the need for joins.

EETTLLss

Data in the DW database is maintained via ETL batches (Extraction Transformation Load) that process the source data from
the EDIT database. The majority of the ETLs are geoprocesses built using ModelBuilder. Some of them are DTS packages in
SQL Server. Most ETLs are simple processes that copy data from the EDIT database to the DW database. Some are more
complex, especially those that derive new spatial layers from other parent spatial data layers. For example, in the case
mentioned above, Police Reporting Areas are used as the building blocks to derive 5 other layers: Police Districts, Police
NETs, Police Radio Channels, Police Towing Areas, and Police Zones. The ModelBuilder ETL depicted below is used to create
these layers and update the DW database.

During the early years of the City Enterprise GIS, ModelBuilder provided a great platform to develop these types of
geoprocessing ETLs. Overtime, the skills in the GIS Team have grown and the trend now is to create these ETLs as
geoprocessing scripts using either VBScript or Python, especially when the complexity is too large to effectively manage ETL
elements within ModelBuilder. Below is an example of a group of ETLs created in VBScript to help update Solid Waste
layers in the DW database.
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CCuurrrreenntt AAddddrreessss// PPrrooppeerrttyy MMaaiinntteennaannccee PPrroocceesssseess

Because of the complex business rules and the need for an improved geocoding process, the City of Miami, with the
assistance of a GIS consultant (EarthData), implemented several geoprocessing ETLs and a customized address maintenance
application to help meet these needs. The diagram below is a simplified representation of several processes that help to
maintain the City Address layer, along with an associated layer with City based land attributes (Property Fact).

The bulk of the property related maintenance processes tend to occur on a monthly basis to coincide with the monthly
updates received from the County. This is what the GIS Team refers to as the “Property Fact Monthly Update”. This
monthly cycle consists of the following main steps, which are described at a “high level” below.

A mainframe batch process updates County level property data in the City’s ARPS database, using the latest property
data export provided by the County via FTP. These data tables are replicated on a daily basis to a SQL Server database
called ARPS_ergodb.
The GIS Team updates the EDIT geodatabase with the latest parcel polygon layer, also posted on FTP by the County.
A ModelBuilder ETL process is executed that compares existing address/property data with the updated information
provided by the County. It updates the “Pending Queue” table in the EDIT geodatabase with new addresses, modified
addresses and/or addresses marked for deletion.
The GIS Team uses its customized address application to geocode addresses in the “Pending_Queue” table based on a
set of pre defined business rules. It uses several layers in the process (including the parcel polygons, the street
centerlines and an application maintained address range layer). Addresses that meet all business rules can be
automatically geocoded by the application. If a business rule fails, it allows the GIS specialist to manually geocode
those address points. Its main role is to update the “City Address” point layer in both the EDIT and DW geodatabases.
Below is an example of screens in the address application.
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A Model Builder ETL process joins all City addresses with the property data that is replicated from ARPS. This interim
layer is called “A” Prime.
A Model Builder ETL process (P Prime) is executed which performs a series of “union” type intersection iterations
between several City polygon layers, including the parcel polygon layer. The diagram below depicts the general
concept behind the P Prime Model Builder ETL. The resulting layer is a single polygon file that contains all the City
based land attributes (i.e. zoning, future land use, commissioner districts, etc…)

The next ETL concludes the process by updating the Property Fact layer in the DW geodatabase. This Model Builder ETL
basically intersects the point based A Prime layer (addresses w/ property ownership data) with the polygon based P
Prime layer.

Between the monthly updates, there is often the need to modify an existing address or add new ones. This is often the
case when a new permit application is being processed for an address that was not previously in the system. Unless the
address is “forced” into the system, City users may not be able to use other business systems to manage those pending
permits. Therefore, the address maintenance application includes its own ArcObjects based ETL process to provide real
time updates to those City based land attributes, such as zoning data.

It is not unusual for the City of Miami to process hundreds of address updates per month. Therefore, the use of the address
maintenance application has helped the GIS Team tremendously in keeping up with demands. Unfortunately, there are
certain business rules that govern City addresses and their relationship to parcels and folios that were not fully understood
when the first version of the application was programmed by our GIS consultant. Also, the City’s GIS Team recognizes the
value to process addresses in a fashion that resembles more how Miami Dade County and other local agencies process
them. For example, currently City address points are shown near the edge of parcel boundaries. There is now a mutual
agreement between City GIS users and the GIS Team that using building centroids as address points would yield more user
friendly data. In the near future, the GIS Team plans to update the logic of its address application, along with several ETL
processes, to improve the representation and accuracy of City address data.

Overall, the City of Miami enjoys more efficient GIS maintenance processes. GIS data layers in its central geodatabase are
maintained on a regular basis and are readily available via desktop and web based applications.
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Today, the City of Miami’s Official Zoning Atlas, as well as the web based GIS Zoning application serve as a role model for
other communities. Below are some highlights of what is currently in place for zoning purposes.

A digitally produced Official Zoning Atlas that is kept up to date on a monthly basis! See below for an example of an
old and a new Zoning Atlas page.

A GIS web based Zoning application that provides:
o interactive mapping of zoning data (including primary zoning and special district overlays)
o link to PDF based documents that summarize the requirements for each zoning district
o City land related attributes at the address level (e.g. primary zoning, zoning overlays, NET office, Code

Enforcement office and City Commissioner)
o access to other property data, including county’s Property Appraiser data (e.g. sales, taxes, exemptions and others)
o mapping of other land data, including future land use, flood zones, administrative boundaries and aerials
o flexible searching: by owner, address, folio (property ID), or by just navigating the interactive map
o fuzzy search functionality that provides alternate owner names or addresses when exact search criteria is not

found
o ability to export property owner data within a buffer of an area of interest to help meet notification requirements

for proposed zoning amendments
o access to scanned property documents to internal City employees
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Data Sharing with Miami Dade County GIS
The creation of the City’s Enterprise GIS and its GIS Team has helped to improve the sharing of several GIS data layers with
the County. The GIS Team provides frequent data updates, in particular its Street Network, Zoning and Future Land Use
information. Many of these layers had not been updated in several years. In the near future, the City GIS Team will be
working with the County to improve data sharing using XML based exchange data schemas and automated ETL and FTP
processes. The City GIS Team also recognizes its need to align its data models a bit closer to the County models, especially
in the area of addressing. These improvements will help reduce the dual work being performed by City and County users
and to ensure the layers are maintained effectively and kept up to date.
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5.0 Future Plans

The City of Miami GIS Team recognizes that its infrastructure is “not perfect”. Given the short period of time in which the
Enterprise GIS infrastructure, as well as its GIS governance, was put in place (less than 2 years), its success is still
commendable. To improve its current architecture and GIS data availability, the following are some of the activities
planned for the near future (hopefully within the next 6 to 9 months).

Implement the ESRI 9.2 platform, including ArcGIS Server.
Implement versioning and history tracking.
Improve and automate GIS data sharing with several County agencies.
Provide on demand GIS data files to the public via its Internet site.
Update several data models to improve data relationships, business rules and to follow best practices.
Continue to add layers to the Enterprise GIS, including preservation related data, inspection data, lots and blocks, and
many others.

There are other challenges coming up. A new zoning ordinance, called Miami21 (www.miami21.org), is expected to be
adopted this coming Summer. Miami21 will be implemented in phases over the next 2 years or so, with the East quadrant
being rolled out first. The new ordinance will require a separate Miami21 Atlas, while the current one, based on Zoning
Ordinance 11000, will continue to be in effect and updated as needed until the entire City is rezoned. It will also require
some significant changes to its current architecture and to some of its applications, including the web based Zoning
application.

The City of Miami can be described as an “aggressive” and “passionate” City. Its pulse drives the City’s GIS Team to
continually adapt to changes in technology and to continually improve its infrastructure and services.
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